Cotswold Way Relay Stage 10 Cold Ashton to Bath Abbey
1. Down Greenway Lane to
the bottom

2. Find the path to the gate
in the shade of the trees in
the corner, then run ahead
through the middle of the
field and through 2 gates
3. Over the stile turning Left
down the road

8. Through the gate into the
field, then through the trees
with the building on the Left

9. Through the
kissing gate to the
Left at the top corner
and run along the
edge

6. When the bushes end, climb
the middle path to the gate
with the metal flag then follow
the Right hand field edge
4. Immediately after the
cattle grid, turn Right, up the
grassy slopes ahead

7. Cross the road and go
through the shrubs on the
slim path

10. Run ahead joining the
track alongside the golf
course
11. Take the path to the
Right that crosses the
fairway
12. 50m After the gate take
the footpath across the
grass to the Left
13. Climb
uphill at the
corner of the
fence
through the
‘fort’, then
Right round
the field
edge

14. At Prospect Stile, drop
down and round, along the
field edge, then onto the
chalk track

5. When you find the track,
turn Right, continuing uphill

17. Join the road, take the Left hand
lane, over the Pelican crossing, turn
Right along the parade
15. At the road, find the stile
immediately ahead into the
field

19. At the top of the hill, in
the field, turn Right
20. Up the steep footpath and
through the houses, then…
... turn Right into Sion Hill…
… find the gate into the Park
16. Straight across the
playing field

18. Run up the footpath to ,
and in front of, the Church,
then turn Left uphill
22. Run upwards to Brock
Street, along to the Circus,
then go Right, down Gay St

21. Pass the Obelisk
memorial, and at the road,
cross heading half Left to
find the tarmac footpath

23. In the bottom Left corner
of Queens Square, hard Left
into Quiet St, then Right,
downhill at Lloyds Bank on
Milsom St.
Down to finish in front of the
Colonnade by the Abbey

